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A novel perfectly mixed laboratory reactor for  determining kinetics of hetero- 
geneously catalyzed gas-phase reactions has been developed. Perfect mixing is 
achieved by circulating the gas in the reactor using an axial flow impeller in a well 
streamlined enclosure. Pellets are fixed in a rectangular opening in the blades of 
the impeller. They rotate with the impeller, thus realizing high particle velocities in 
the reactor. Interparticle mass transfer was studied experimentally by vaporization 
of naphthalene pellets. The mass-transfer coefficient in the novel reactor was found 
to depend on the velocity of a particle in the reactor. Mass-transfer coefficients in 
an internal recycle reactor at equal impeller tip speeds are 4-6 times lower than 
those in the novel reactor, and conditions can be chosen easily where at higher 
rotational speeds the mass- and heat-transfer rates are 8-10 times higher than in 
classical recycle reactors. The recycle flow rate in a recycle reactor was found to 
depend strongly on the resistance to flow caused by the catalyst bed itserf. The novel 
reactor was tested under reacting conditions using the hydrogenation of ethene. 

Introduction 
Kinetic investigations are important for the design of large- 

scale reactors. They are usually performed in special laboratory 
reactors. These have received much attention in literature, see, 
for example, Carberry (1964), Mahoney (1974), Berty (1974, 
1979, 1984), Weekman (1974), Doraiswamy and Tajbl(1974), 
and Christoffel (1982). In kinetic experiments, the measured 
reaction rates should not be disguised by mass- and/or heat- 
transfer resistances; moreover, temperatures and concentra- 
tions at which the reactions take place must be known accu- 
rately. In a perfectly mixed reactor, concentrations and 
temperature are uniform and can be determined easily. The 
interpretation of experimental data is simple in a gradientless 
reactor as no temperature and concentration profiles have to 
be interpreted like in an integral reactor type. A high gas 
velocity around the particles is required to avoid interparticle 
transport limitations. 

In the spinning basket reactor, proposed by Carberry (1964), 
the catalyst particles are placed in a basket which rotates in 
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an enclosure. it is assumed that the rotation of the basket 
ensures perfectly mixed conditions and high interparticle trans- 
port rates. In this reactor, the flow pattern of the gas around 
the particles is unknown, because the gas tends to spin along 
with the basket. 

Another way to approach perfect mixed conditions is by 
using a packed bed reactor with a recycle of the effluent gas 
stream (Westerterp et al., 1987). In a recycle reactor, the con- 
version per pass over the catalyst bed can be kept small whereas 
the overall conversion over the reactor can be large. These 
large conversions facilitate reaction rate determinations as the 
demands on the accuracy of the analytical techniques are less 
stringent compared to differential operation. The first reactor 
design with an internal recycle was presented by Berty (1974). 
The reactor contains a basket in which a variable amount of 
catalyst can be placed and a magnetically driven blower for 
the internal gas circulation in the reactor. Over the years many 
alterations to the first design have been introduced, see Berty 
(1984). A number of problems with this type of reactor have 
been identified. Whether the reactor can be assumed to behave 
as perfectly mixed with temperature and concentration gra- 
dients having a negligible influence on the experimental re- 
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Figure 1. Novel reactor. 
(A) gas in/outlet; (B) pressure sealed leads for thermocouples; 
(C) particle fixed on thermocouple; (D) axial flow impeller (Figure 
2); (E)  impeller bearing; (F) baffles; (G) top/bottom part; (H) 
center part; (I) thermowell; (J) bronze jacket. For dimensions see 
Table 1 .  

action rates, depends on the recycle and the feed flow rates, 
the total conversion over the reactor, the reaction kinetics, and 
the heat of reaction (Borman, 1992). The recycle flow rate is 
determined by the discharge rate of the blower. Unfortunately, 
this rate is hard to  determine, so in practice it is difficult to  
prove whether perfect mixing has been achieved. The falsifi- 
cation of kinetic data, as well as procedures for correcting data 
obtained in reactors with a low recycle ratio, have been dis- 
cussed (Pirjamali et al., 1973; Broucek, 1983; Georgakopoulos 
and Broucek, 1987; Wedel and Villadsen, 1983; Dumpelmann 
and Baiker, 1992; Borman, 1992). Generally, a low recycle 
ratio forces the experimentalist to restrict the overall conver- 
sion over the reactor. The interparticle heat- and mass-transfer 
rates in recycle reactors also depend on the recycle flow rate. 
A too low recycle flow rate can cause disguise of the measured 
reaction rates both by imperfect mixing as well as by transport 
resistances. Examples of both types of disguise of experimental 
data are discussed by Bos et al. (1992). Another practical prob- 
lem with internal recycle reactors is the mechanical instability 
of the bearings of the impeller shaft. With the design of Berty 
(1974), the impeller only has a bearing on one side, and there- 
fore it may wear out rapidly due to  imbalances. 

In this article, we introduce a novel design for a laboratory 
reactor in which recycle ratio problems have been solved, for 
fast reactions higher heat- and mass-transfer rates can be 
reached, and mechanical problems are not exhibited. 

Figure 2. Axial flow impeller with rectangular openings 
in the blades in which particles are fixed be- 
tween gauzes. 

Reactor Principles 
In our reactor, perfectly mixed conditions are achieved by 

circulating the gas by means of an axial flow impeller in a well 
streamlined enclosure: the reactor has a rounded shape so as 
to  guide the gas flow smoothly through the reactor and to 
prevent dead zones. To suppress a circular movement of the 
gas four baffles with a width of one-tenth of the total internal 
diameter are situated on the wall of the reactor. A schematic 
drawing of the reactor is given in Figure 1. The diameter of 
the reactor was chosen such that the cross-sectional area cov- 
ered by the impeller was equal to  that between the impeller 
and the reactor wall. Thus, compression and expansion of the 
gas is reduced. The catalyst particles are located inside a rec- 
tangular opening in the blades of the impeller, as shown in 
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows gas velocity components around the 
catalyst particle. The velocity of the particles in reactor is 
v,= 27rNr, where r is the distance of the particle to  the shaft 
axis and N is the rotational velocity. We will determine ex- 

Figure 3. Gas velocity components around catalyst par- 
ticle. 
v, gas velocity of circulating flow, u, rotating velocity of particle, 
and u total gas velocity. 
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perimentally whether this velocity or the recycle flow rate con- 
trols the transport rates. 

The degree of mixing in the reactor is determined by the 
impeller discharge rate, Q, given by: 

Q = N p D 3  (m3/s) (1) 

In this relation D is the impeller diameter, Nthe impeller speed, 
and N ,  is a discharge constant or pumping coefficient, which 
for a pitched blade impeller at an impeller Reynolds number 
dNp,/q = lo5 has a value of about 0.4, as shown in Chapter 
19 of Perry and Green (1984). A large impeller diameter was 
chosen as this increases the discharge rate. A direct conse- 
quence of the basic design is a large reactor volume. The large 
volume was chosen deliberately as in this design heat and mass 
transfer and mixing are facilitated. The large volume has no 
consequences when investigating truly heterogeneous reac- 
tions: reaction rates are not affected; these are only influenced 
by the mass-flow rate, the composition of the feed gas, and 
the catalyst mass in the reactor. The empty reactor volume 
only influences reactor dynamics. 

Detailed Design of the Reactor 
The impeller is placed in the center of the reactor and has, 

apart from the rectangular opening in each blade, the shape 
of a conventional pitched-blade impeller and a diameter of 130 
mm, as shown in Figure 2. It has three flat blades of 54 x 38 x 2 
mm at an angle of 30" with the plane of rotation. In every 
blade there is a rectangular opening of 28 x 20 mm in which 
catalyst particles can be fixed between two gauzes. The distance 
between the particles and the impeller axis varies from 30 to 
50 mm. The maximum rotational velocity is 50 s-', resulting 
in a maximum particle velocity of 15.7 m/s. The total reactor 
volume equals 3.3 liters, as shown in Table 1. The reactor 
consists of three parts: a top and a bottom part which are 
equipped with pressure sealed leads for thermocouples, and a 
center part in which the gas inlet and outlet are situated. The 
impeller has bearings both in the top and the bottom part of 
the reactor; thus imbalances, as occur with shafts with only 
one bearing, are avoided. The impeller motor is magnetically 
coupled to the shaft of the impeller. Both the reactor and the 
impeller are constructed from stainless steel 316. The reactor 
is surrounded by a bronze jacket which prevents uneven heating 
and is placed in an electric oven with which the desired op- 
erating temperature is controlled. The prototype was designed 
for pressures up to 25 bar and temperatures up to 300°C. 

Reactor Performance 
The performance of the reactor has been tested in several 

ways: We studied the interparticle mass-transfer rates and per- 
formed experiments under reacting conditions using the fast 
and strongly exothermic hydrogenation of ethene. No residence 
time distribution experiments were done because for our re- 
actor at the shortest residence time, and the lowest rotational 
speed of the impeller for the estimated recycle ratio is still 
about 25, so only perfect mixing will be found (Westerterp et 
al., 1987). The impeller was kept running for three months 
continuously during which no problems with the bearings o f  
the shaft occurred. 

Table 1. Reactor Dimensions and Design Characteristics 

Characteristic Dimension 

Reactor volume 3.3 L 
Maximum height 0.16 m 
Maximum width 0.18 m 
Design pressure 20 bar 

Number of baffles 4 
Impeller diameter 0.13 m 

Design temperature 300°C 

Measurement of mass-transfer coefficients 
Particles Rotating with the Impeller. Mass-transfer coeffi- 

cients were determined by measuring the evaporation of 
naphthalene pellets. To this end a number of cylindrical 
naphthalene pellets are weighed and mounted onto the im- 
peller. The gas flow rate was chosen such that the average 
concentration of naphthalene in the gas during the experiment 
is kept below saturation, typically ( C )  = 0.25 C', to minimize 
experimental errors. The length of an experiment was selected 
such that the decrease of the surface area for each pellet was 
smaller than 10%. At the end of the experiment the reactor 
was disassembled, the pellets were weighed again, and the mass- 
transfer coefficient for each pellet was calculated using the 
relations given in Appendix A. In every experiment, the values 
for the mass-transfer coefficients are obtained in triple by 
placing particles at the same position in the three impeller 
blades and weighing each particle individually. The spread 
between these replicate values was less than 3%. 

The influence of the following variables on the mass-transfer 
rate was evaluated: 

Particle diameter 
Gas density 
Particle velocity 
Physical properties of the bulk gas 

Equilateral cylindrical pellets of 4.1 x 4.1 and 8 x 8 mm were 
used. The gas density was varied by changing the pressure 
between 0.1 and 1 .O MPa, and by using different gases. The 
particle velocity was varied by placing pellets at different dis- 
tances from the impeller axis and by changing the impeller 
speed. Nitrogen, hydrogen, and sulfur-hexa-fluoride were used 
as bulk gases. Table 2 summarizes the physical properties of 
the gases. The diffusion coefficients were estimated using the 
method of Fuller (Reid et al., 1987). The experimental results 
are shown in Figure 4. All experiments could be correlated 
with the following relation: 

Sh = 0.3 + 0.07 Reo.76S~0.54 (2) 

The value of the Sherwood number at Re=O was not deter- 

Table 2. Physical Properties of Dilute Naphthalene Gas Mix- 
tures at 300 K and 0.1 MPa 

Diffusion Density Schmidt 
Coefficient Viscosity (kg/m') No. for 

Gas (m2/s) (Pa.s) P=O.1 MPa Naphthalene 
H2 3 1 . 9 ~  8 . 8 6 ~  0.0823 3.3 
N2 7.5 x 17.7 x 1.13 2.1 
SF, 2.7 x 15.2 x 5.9 1 .o 
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Figure 4. Correlation for the rate of mass transfer of 

pellets moving with the impeller. 
( S h  - O . ~ ) / S C ~ . ' ~  as function of the Reynolds number. o : N2; : 
H,; : SF,. The solid line is given by Eq. 2. SC'.'~ equals 1.9, 
1 . 5 ,  and 1 .O for H2. N2, and SF,, respectively. 

mined but fixed at the empirical value 0.3 for cylinders (Ranz, 
1952). The exact value of this constant is not of major im- 
portance as the experimental Sherwood numbers are much 
higher than 0.3. The other constant and the exponents in re- 
lation 2 were fitted to the experimental data. In the relation, 
the Reynolds number is based on the equivalent sphere di- 
ameter and the particle velocity u,. Mass-transfer coefficients, 
obtained at equal impeller speeds and for particles placed at 
different distances from the impeller axis, can be uniquely 
correlated using relation 2, as shown in Figure 5 .  It can also 
be demonstrated that the influence of the circulating flow rate 
on the mass-transfer coefficients is negligible. The discharge 
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Figure 6. Comparison of mass-transfer rates for pellets 
moving with the impeller and for a pellet fixed 
on a wire in the reactor. 
T=293 K and P=O.1 MPa; the solid line is calcidated from Eq. 
2 for a pellet of dp = 8 mm at a distance of 4 cm from the impeller 
axis; the measured data were obtained for a pellet of dD= 8 mm 
fixed on a wire. 

rate of the impeller can be estimated using Eq. 1. For the mean 
axial uelocity, the gas velocity perpendicular to the plane of 
rotation of the impeller-assuming a value of 0.4 for the dis- 
charge coefficient-is: 

(3) v,=-- Q -0- 4N ND3-0.sND 
1 uD2 4 r D 2  

The impeller thus moves a quantity of gas through the plane 
of rotation in the axial direction while the particles located on 
the impeller rotate tangentially with a velocity u,. I f  we suppose 
as a worst case that both velocity contributions are additive 
we find for the ratio between the actual velocity, u, and the 
particle velocity, u,, as shown in Figure 3: 0*06' 

0 . 0 1 1  
0.02 0.04 0.06 

r lml 
Figure 5. Masstransfer coefficient for pellets moving 

with the impeller located at different dis- 
tances from the impeller axis. 
Experiment with nitrogen; P=O.I MPa; T=294 K; N =  12.0 s-I; 
the solid line is given by Eq. 2. 

For our impeller the maximum value for D/r  is 4.3 which 
results in 1.06 for I ul / I u,l , so the axial velocity component 
can be neglected. The particle velocity, u,, is approximately 
three times higher than the mean axial velocity u,, as can be 
calculated from Eqs. 1 and 4. 

From Figure 4 it can also be seen the influence of pressure, 
particle diameter, and physical properties of the gas on the 
mass-transfer coefficient are well represented by relation 2. 

In a number of 
experiments mass-transfer coefficients were determined for 
naphthalene particles in a fixed position in the reactor, and 
these particles do not move with the impeller. A particle was 
fixed by drilling a hole in it and then placing it on a ther- 

Particles Fixed on a Wire in the Reactor. 
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Figure 7. Mass-transfer experiments in a Berty reactor: 
Sherwood number as function of a modified 
particle Reynolds number. 
Bulk gas: nitrogen; closed symbols: dp = 4.1 mm; open symbols: 
dp=S mm; 0 :  0.28 MPa; : 0.53 MPa; A : 1.01 MPa; v : 1.03 
MPa for experiments with single particles. + experiments with 
pellets in a packed bed of inert particles. 

mocouple, as shown in Figure 1. The results of these experi- 
ments are shown in Figure 6. At equal operating conditions, 
the mass-transfer coefficient for a fixed particle is a factor of 
2 lower than for a particle rotating with the impeller. This 
means the local gas velocity around the fixed particle is a factor 
2’’’.* = 2.4 lower, as the mass-transfer coefficient is propor- 
tional to the gas velocity to the power 0.8, see Eq. 2. This 
value corresponds reasonably with the estimate of the mean 
axial velocity as given in the previous section. 

To compare 
the mass-transfer rates in our reactor to those in an internal 
recycle reactor also mass-transfer experiments were performed 
in a commercial Berty reactor (Berty, 1974). A detailed de- 
scription of the reactor in which the experiments were per- 
formed has been presented by Bos et al. (1992). In this reactor, 
the mass-transfer rate is determined by the recycle flow rate. 
The Sherwood number will be a function of the particle Reyn- 
olds number, pgugd,/qg, and the physical properties of the gas. 
The mean gas velocity, ug, is proportional to: 

Mass Transfer in an Internal Recycle Reactor. 

( 5 )  

where A is the cross-sectional area of the basket in which the 
particles are placed. The diameter of this cross section is pro- 
portional to that of the impeller. A modified particle Reynolds 
number can be defined as: 

In Figure 7 experimental results are presented for pellets of 
4.1 x 4.1 and 8 x 8 mm at pressures between 0.28 and 1.03 
MPa, and at varying impeller speeds. The bulk gas was nitro- 
gen. In each experiment, only one small and one large pellet 
were placed in the Berty-reactor. All data could be uniquely 
correlated as: 

Sh, = 0.024 (Re,* )o.x3 (7) 

When the basket is filled with more particles the recycle flow 
rate will decrease as the resistance against flow increases, and 
therefore the mass-transfer coefficients decrease. In a packed 
bed, the mass-transfer coefficients are higher than those for 
single particles. An equation relating Sherwood numbers for 
cylinders in a packed bed to those for single particles is given 
by Gnielinski (1982): 

At equal superficial velocities, the single particle Sherwood 
numbers in a packed bed are also higher when compared to a 
true single particle because of the higher interstitial gas veloc- 
ities. The overall enhancement of the mass-transfer coefficient 
for cylinders in a packed bed compared to a single cylinder in 
a gas stream at equal superficial velocities is a factor 1.6(1/ 
E)’.’, so between 2.5 and 3 approximately. 

In Figure 7 results are also shown of mass-transfer experi- 
ments with naphthalene pellets in a bed packed with inert 
alumina pellets of 4 x 4  mm. The bed had a diameter of 3.5 
cm, a height of 1 cm, and an estimated porosity of 0.6. The 
mass-transfer data for these packed bed experiments were cor- 
related as: 

ShPb = 0.033 (Re,* )‘.*I (9) 

The packed bed Sherwood numbers are 40% higher than those 
determined for single particles at equal operating conditions 
and not 2.5 to 3 times, which would be expected for equal 
superficial gas velocities. From the change in the Sherwood 
numbers, the variation of the superficial gas velocity in the 
“empty” reactor is estimated to be 2.3 times as high compared 
to that in the reactor with the packed bed. We see that even 
the small packed bed used here with a height of only two 
particles layers leads to a drastic decrease of the recycle flow 
rate. 

In Figure 8, the Sherwood number for a single pellet of 
4.1 x 4.1 mm in the Berty reactor is compared to that for a 
pellet located on the impeller in the novel reactor. At equal 
tip velocities of the impeller ND, we find that the mass-transfer 
rate in the new reactor is 4 to 6 times higher. The impeller in 
the Berty reactor had a diameter of 7.5 cm. In our reactor, 
the maximum impeller speed is 50 s-’, and that in the recycle 
reactor is 30 s-’. Considering the better balancing of the shaft 
in the new reactor, it allows for much higher rotational speeds 
and tip velocities. Thus, in the novel reactor mass-transfer 
rates can be realized at least a factor of 10 higher than in our 
recycle reactor. 

Operation with a fast reaction 
The reactor was tested using the hydrogenation of ethene 
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Figure 8. Mass-transfer coefficients in an internal re. 
cycle reactor compared to those in the novel 
reactor. 
The Sherwood number for a particle of d,=4.1 mm as function 
of the tip velocity of the impeller using nitrogen as bulk gas at 
P :  0. I MPa. The lines start and end at respectively the minimum 
and the maximum possible tip velocities which could be realized 
in our setups. 

over Palladium supported on a y-alumina catalyst of the egg- 
shell type. This reaction is fast and strongly exothermic: 

C2H,+H,-C2H6 A H =  - 137 kJ/mol 

In a previous kinetic study in an internal recycle reactor, the 
observed rate was found to be severely influenced by transport 
resistances (Bos et al., 1992). In our experiments, 45 cylindrical 
pellets with a height and a diameter of 4.4 mm were located 
on the impeller. In the experiments, also one single catalyst 
particle was fixed on a stationary thermocouple. 

The tem- 
perature difference between this pellet and the gas is an in- 
dication for the influence of transport resistances on reaction 
rates for this pellet. Temperature differences between the gas 
and pellets rotating with the impeller-which we are actually 
interested in-cannot be measured in our setup. Thus, the 
values for the particles fixed on a thermocouple serve as a 
worst case estimate. Temperature differences between gas and 
particles moving with the impeller will be smaller as transport 
rates for these pellets are higher, as was shown in the previous 
section. 

In Figure 9a, a situation is shown where upon decreasing 
the rotational speed of the impeller the temperature difference 
between the particle fixed on the thermocouple and the gas 
increases, whereas the total reaction rate as observed for all 
pellets is not significantly affected. Thus, we see that the re- 
action rate for the fixed particle is influenced by transport 
resistances, whereas that for the particles moving with the 
impeller is not. In Figure 9b, a case is shown where at low 
impeller speeds also the observed rate of reaction is influenced 
by the impeller speed. At these low impeller speeds also, the 
reaction rate for the pellets moving with the impeller is influ- 
enced by transport resistances. The experimental results in 
Figure 9 teach us that in our reactor the temperature difference 

This particle does not move with the impeller. 
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Figure 9. Influence of impeller speed on ethene hydro 

genation rates and the temperature difference 
between the gas and a catalyst particle fixed 
on thermocouple in the reactor, this particle 
is not moving with the impeller. 
(a) Experiment at P=.13 MPa; T,=37"C; feed llow 4.9*10-'  
mol/s and a hydrogen mole fraction in the feed of 4.85%; (b) 
ExperimentatP=O.l6MPa, T,=SO'C, feed flow 8 . 9 ~  10-'mol/ 
s, hydrogen mole fraction in feed 5.3%. 

between gas and a stationary single particle gives far too con- 
servative information on transport limitations. Therefore, a 
test at different impeller speeds must be used to give the final 
clue on the absence of transport limitations. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Of course, there are some limitations to the novel reactor 

design. There is a lower bound to the size of catalyst particles 
which can be placed in the impeller; in our case, only catalyst 
particles with a diameter exceeding 2 mm can be used. The 
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centrifugal force exerted on the catalyst particles could damage 
them. In  ou r  design, the volume of  the reactor not filled with 
catalyst is large. This empty volume is important when ho- 
mogeneous reactions occur; in this case, it should be kept as 
small as possible. The residence time of  the gas in the reactor 
and  therefore also the time t o  reach a steady state is long, 
especially when operating a t  high pressures. This is a disad- 
vantage for steady-state studies. However, the slow dynamics 
of  the reactor could be advantageous for  determining steady- 
state kinetics f rom dynamic experiments. The  high mass of the 
prototype reactor, approximately 30 kg, causes a long heat- 
u p  time. A t  the same time, this large mass facilitates in main- 
taining the reactor isothermal a t  reaction conditions. 

A perfectly mixed laboratory reactor for  determining ki- 
netics of solid catalyzed gas reactions has been developed in 
which a better degree of  mixing as well as much higher inter- 
particle mass- and heat-transfer rates can be achieved com- 
pared to the presently available reactor types. 

From mass-transfer experiments, it was shown that heat- 
and mass-transfer rates between a particle and  the gas are  
determined by the linear velocity of  that  particle in the reactor. 
The  degree of  mixing in the reactor is determined by the cir- 
culating flow rate. Thus,  interparticle transport and  mixing 
depend on  different phenomena. In  a n  internal recycle reactor, 
both depend on the recycle flow rate. In  the new reactor, the 
recycle flow rate is independent of  the total  amount  of  catalyst 
contained in the reactor, whereas in an internal recycle reactor 
it strongly depends on  the resistance t o  flow posed by the 
catalyst bed. 
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Notation 
a =  

A =  
c =  

( C )  = 
D .  = 

D =  
k, = 
M =  

NQ = 
N =  
P =  
P, = 
Q =  
r =  
a =  
R =  
t =  

T =  

v, = 
v ,  = 
x, = 
v, = 
V =  

v =  

- 
- 

w, = 
w, = 

AW = 
x .  = 

868 

interfacial area, m2 
surface area, m2 
concentration, moI/m3 
average concentration, mo1/m3 
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficient for components i and j ,  
m2/s 
impeller diameter, m 
mass-transfer coefficient, m/s 
molecular mass, kg/mol 
discharge coefficient 
rotational speed of impeller, s- l  
probability 
partial pressure of component i ,  Pa 
discharge rate of impeller, m3/s 
distance from impeller axis, m 
recycle ratio, mol/kg s 
gas constant, J/mol K 
time, s 
temperature, K 
total gas velocity around particle, m/s 
mean axial velocity, m/s 
tangential velocity of particle in reactor, m/s 
average mole fraction of species i in film 
film average species velocity, m/s 
reactor volume, m3 
mass of individual particle, kg 
total mass of particle in reactor, kg 
weight loss, kg 
mole fraction of component i 

Greek letters 
6 = mass-transfer film thickness, m 
q = viscosity, Pass 
N = molar flux of species i, mol/(m2.s) 
Z = criterion defined by Eq. A1 1 
p = density, kg/m3 
7, = circulation time, s 
7, = residence time, s 
4 = feed mass flow, kg/s 

Subscripts and superscripts 
ac = accumulated 
c = circulating 
e = end of experiment 
g = gas phase 
i = interface 

p = particle 
p b  = packed bed 

s = solid 
sp = single particle 

t = total 
1 = naphthalene 
2 = bulk gas 

Dimensionless groups 
Sh = (k8d,,)/D,,, ,  Sherwood number 
Re = (pgv,dp)/qg, particle Reynolds number based on the tangential 

velocity of the particle 

Sc = qn/ (pwDJ,  Schmidt number 
Re; = &NDd,) /q , ,  modified particle Reynolds number 
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Appendix: Experimental Determination of Mass- 
Transfer Coefficients 

For the evaporation of naphthalene the equation for the 
flux, N , ,  to be used in the mass balance equations can be 
derived from the difference form of the Maxwell-Stefan trans- 
port equation for this binary problem (Wesselingh and Krishna, 
1990): 

With the bootstrap relation: 

- 
u2 == 0 

for the flux of naphthalene it follows: 

The heat effect of the evaporation can be neglected. 
= 1 -ST; = 1 because of the low partial pressure of naphtha- 

lene at the experimental conditions. Thus, the usual Fick re- 
lation can be used: 

The mass balance for a single particle is: 

M ,  dWp-kgup(C;-Cf)  dt 

Integration of the differential equation, assuming the particle 
surface area to be constant, yields: 

In this relation ( C , )  is the average naphthalene concentration 
in the gas phase during the experiment. It can be estimated by 
assuming that all evaporated naphthalene has left the reactor 
in the effluent gas at the conclusion of the experiment: 

Not correcting the driving force for partial saturation of the 
gas phase causes an underestimation of the mass-transfer coef- 
ficients. In the experiments, (C,) /C;  was typically 25%. 

During an experiment an amount of naphthalene, W,,,, will 
accumulate in the gas phase of the reactor. This amount is 
equal to: 

and smaller than: 

The error introduced by applying Eq. A8 will be acceptable 
when A W, >> Wac or 

c=- Awt >>1 
MIVC: 

The value of E can be manipulated by increasing the number 
of naphthalene pellets in the reactor, or increasing the length 
of an experiment, both leading to an increase of AW,. If E 
has too low a value, Eq. A8 will predict too high a value of 
( C , ) ,  leading to an overestimation of the mass-transfer coef- 
ficient. In our experiments, E typically exceeded 10. The con- 
centrations of naphthalene at the interface were calculated 
assuming the gas to be ideal: 

p1 c; = RT 

Daubert and Danner (1984) give the following relation for the 
vapor pressure of naphthalene: 

ln (P , )  =22.817-- 8’609*3 + 1.768 In ( T )  - 5.42951O-jT (Pa) 

(A 13) 
T 

When the weight loss of a naphthalene particle after a period 
of t, is measured the mass-transfer coefficient for this particle 
can be calculated using relations A7, AS, A1 1 and A12. 
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